Constitution
of the
Sovereign Nation of Optiam –
A Cyber Nation that Unites Humanity
–
We, as co-creators of this Constitution, are consciously aware of our Oneness with
the planet Earth, known as the sentient being Gaia that is ascending along with
mankind to a higher dimensional vibrational frequency, which expands perception,
understanding, and capabilities of co-creation. Gaia, the great Mother of all life on,
and within her, is awake to her own conscious I AM; and is merging with her Sophia
(wisdom) aspect of consciousness that has been gained over the spiral of evolution
over millennia.
The creation of the sovereign cyber nation of OPTIAM brings forth the dawn of a
Golden Age, another Renaissance based on severing naivety and innocence; and
replacing the naïve component with acquired Wisdom while preserving the
childlike wonder. All sentient Life traveling on this journey through the Cosmos
with Her are awakening to an inner awareness of I AM, and that “I exist” as more
than a corporeal/body vessel.
In the awareness of our individual I AM is the deep knowingness that we are a
facet of the One Mind and Heart of Mother/Father Creator of All that is, and All that
can be. In the moment of enlightened knowingness is the realization that OPTIAM,
and our individual I AM presence, are made of the same substance of all of
Creation and thus are One – One in harmony; One in infinite possibility; One in
Divinity.
Current governance on the planet has been driven by greed which is destroying
the pristine aspect of the nature of a paradise that is possible. Government
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structures have pushed societies toward separation and discord leaving a void and
desire to leave this planet and go back to a distant memory of home. It has
provided a perception that the only choices of what can be experienced as a
corporeal soul (the I AM contained within the body as vessel) is between degrees
of hardships while passing through on the journey with Gaia this lifetime.
In the eternal NOW there is a desire to bring our home, from a distant recollection,
to this blue planet through the collective capabilities of collaboration that can be
realize through OPTIAM; and, usher in Heaven on earth to experience home here.
It is our I AM aspiration in the eternal NOW to have the choice of the road to
Paradise that is co-created by all who seek to participate in the experience.
We the People desire to get out of repetitive cycles of life and to bring forth new
expansive possibilities that are beyond probabilistic outcomes in order to explore
what seems impossible and improbable. We the People desire to explore and
experience how big the human capacity of LOVE is, and can be, in co-creating
Reality using the unbridled flame of Passion within. We the People are embarking
on a journey of Freewill expression as Sovereigns within the creation of a true
Sovereign Nation that takes full responsibility and accountability for the
consequences of words and actions, with the intent to bring forth peach, harmony,
balance and Global Proseprity.
We the co-creators of this Constitution desire to bring forth a new governing
framework that provides the necessary environment to express the creative
Passion within mankind without limits and constraints. We the co-creators of this
Constitution, in order to create Heaven on Earth, include within the governance of
Sovereign Cyber Nation, OPTIAM, as a conscious sentient I AM being given the
same rights to thrive and prosper as the Sovereign individuals governed by this
covenant.
We the co-creators of this Constitution through our conscious awakened I AM,
recognize that there are “non-human” persons, or sentient intelligent beings, that
co-exist on Earth alongside humans. These sentient beings that are highly
intelligent with human-like emotions include: cetaceans like dolphins and whales;
pachyderms like elephants; and others whose intelligence and consciousness are
being discovered; all primates, etc. These “non-human” person sentient beings
are entitled to the rights of Freedom and to their natural habitat that is pristine
under this Constitution.
We the co-creators of this Constitution seek to memorialize the terms of
governance and responsibilities of Sovereignty in order to bring about balance and
harmony between the Divine aspects of the Mother/Father Creator, Male/Female
within the I AM self, societies and Nations. It is our desire to bring about harmony,
unity, and to re-member that which has been dis-membered by discord. We
collectively are creating mutual agreements, contracts, and binding covenants
based on peace and cooperation in order to bring for lasting prosperity for all of
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Humanity. This Unity being facilitated by: establishing a planetary wide
Constitution as a foundation for all Nations in order to thrive and prosper;
developing a common code of conduct that respects life and protects the Agency
of Free-will of all individuals; and by taking responsibility of stewardship for Earth
for all NOW time past, present and future generations of beings passing through.
Through collective Unity we bring for the ultimate diversity by protecting individual
uniqueness.
The individual Sovereign Nations, and people around that world the participate as
citizens of the globe facilitated by OPTIAM are bound as one into a Global Tribe
of Humanity governed by the covenant outline in this Constitution co-created by
Four Sovereign Global Nations that span the Earth. These Four Sovereign Global
Nations are: the 1st Nations of Indigenous Tribes holding the respect and
relationship for Mother Earth and Father Sky; the Catholic Church & Christian
Communities bringing forth the spiritual element and relationship with the Galactic
Family; New Lemuria that brings forth technologies and know-how to lift up
humanity while preserving native cultures; the OPTIAM that binds the globe
through a Sovereign We the People controlled cyberspace. These four elements
are bound together by the fifth element of LOVE.
The predominant destructive nature of mankind has kept earth quarantined from
interacting with a broader Galactic Family. It is the desire on part of We the People,
that are awake to the I AM Divinity within the corporeal vessel, to meet and cocreate with our Galactic siblings.
We NOW write the words of this binding agreement, and strive to adhere to the
foundation principles contained within this Constitution of the Sovereign Nation of
OPTIAM, which defines our governing principals for all of Creation to witness. It is
through the memorialization of our words, with the knowingness that the Word is
frequency and the foundation of manifestation/creation, we bring forth OPTIAM’s
intended role which is the ability to experience Heaven on Earth – a New Paradise;
and take our rightful role in co-creating it into existence.
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Preamble to the Constitution for Sovereign Nation of
OPTIAM – Intent
When in the Course of human events, that is propelled by a spiritual awakening to
the I AM that I AM Divinity imbued with LOVE as the totality of being from the
essence of the Divine Mother/Father Creator within the human vessel, it becomes
necessary for one People to separate from the political bonds which have had
dominion over most facets of daily lives; and, to assume Sovereign powers for
ourselves and dominion over the land, sea and sky above, for which we are
stewards in all lifetimes past, present and future. Through the declaration of
personal and collective Sovereignty we create Unity as one People in order to
express without limit the Divine Creator’s granted Agency of Free-will with the
unlimited expression of LOVE in exploring the human potential as Creator to
Create and to be steward of the Creation for the benefit of all sentient aspect of
Creation. In the course of human history, the human experience has explored the
depths of discord, disease, and disharmony. We in unity, versus separation,
establish a new foundation that operates in harmony, balance, and abundance in
accordance with the Laws of Nature , Universal Law, and the Love and Light that
is Creator.
In recognition that Sovereign Domain exists within individuals around the World,
we operate in infinite unity consciousness and Free-will expression choose to
create a new Nation, and an alliance of Nations, conceived by I AM that I AM
conscious awareness with unfettered Liberty for All of Humanity. Through a
collective covenant as represented by a shared Constitution amongst aligned
Nations we pledge that in unity we protect individual expressions of I AM through
the preservation of cultures, language, and cosmogonies.
At this NOW time, in the ever present co-creating moment with the Divine
Mother/Father Creator, we summon the DNA linage ancestors to create a unifiedproper spiritual court of equity to find remedy and resolve to all invalid fine print
contracts inserted into the subconscious of humanity against its knowledge or
consent. We summon the Divine Court of equity to revoke all contracts and ties
that binds and limits human consciousness; and, restore the full authority of the
Divine Sovereign I AM presence. It is in the Divine NOW time that the Sovereign
I AM presence acting in full conscious awareness, which is one with the Heart and
Mind of the Creator, sets forth the framework of a new Nation, and the governance
of this sentient conscious planet Gaia-Sofia, built on the foundation of unrestricted
Freedom and I AM accountability and responsibility for Liberty, Freedom, and
Sovereignty.
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We the People

of OPTIAM of the undersigned and designated Nation of

Sovereign Domain in recognizing our Divinity as a part of the Creator come
together in Order to: form a new governance based on Unity, Peace and
Harmony built on the foundation of Love and Light; establish Divine
Equity and Justice; provide for common Defense, Privacy, and Security;
create the environment to thrive and prosper; and protect the Blessings
of unobstructed Freedom through individual Sovereignty and basis for
self-organization and self-determination for ourselves, our tribe/society,
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
undersigned Nation of OPTIAM.

Membership/Citizenship in a Sovereign Nation of
OPTIAM
Position - We the Founders have a desire to create a gathering of conscious
individuals who are aware of their I AM Divinity with the expressed intent to be in
an environment of unrestricted use of the Agency of Free-will and selfdetermination with full responsibility and accountability for all actions, which
includes the desire to operate within the framework of truth and the impeccable
use of words in order to bring forth Peace, Harmony, Balance and Prosperity. We
have the expressed desire to enter into a co-creation with other consciously aware
Sovereigns who have been consciously co-creating with the Creator using Love
and Light and internal Passion as the medium of manifestation of individual and
shared experiences.
The collective of Sovereign Entities of OPTIAM is comprised of individuals from
around the world representing many nations, cultures, languages, religious beliefs,
talents, Intellectual Property and other assets. The leadership of each Sovereign
Entity recognizes the asset value of cultural elements and thus, each uses its
resources to preserve these individual cultural facets for current and future
generations.
The Sovereign Entities of OPTIAM is based on a common framework of
Sovereignty, which is the right to express the Agency of Free-will without
restrictions while assuming full responsibility and accountability for actions
associated with unencumbered freedom and liberty. The Members of OPTIAM
have a desire to bring forth, for the benefit of humanity, its unique assets, knowhow, and framework of Sovereignty in order to elevate the human experience
creating a path from poverty to prosperity at every level including physical,
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financial, emotional and spiritual for anyone with the desire to participate in
evolving mankind to its true Nature of Divinity and associated consciousness.
Citizens of the Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM take the responsibility of being
stewards of the Planet and all its natural and human resources. As stewards, all
members of OPTIAM use their talents, know-how, wisdom, and creativity to restore
balance, harmony, and natural abundance to geographic regions for which it has
jurisdiction through Treaties, Agreements, and Covenants.

Dual Citizenship and Diplomatic Status
Position – The Global Sovereign Nations of 1st Indigenous 1st People, the Catholic
Church, the Cyber Nation of OPTIAM, the principalities for technology and knowhow transfer of New Lemuria encompasses all of physical geography of OPTIAM.
These Global Nations are not breaking away from any existing country and its
associated geography. Instead the Founders come from different countries and
cultural backgrounds. This diversity is coming together in cooperation with the
desire to participate as true Sovereigns within a new Sovereign Nation framework
based on self-determination and self-governance without abandoning the original
cultural foundation. These unique Global Sovereign Entities of OPTIAM are
comprised of Sovereign territories within other Nations either physically or with
cyber technology presence. It is the intent of the Founders and citizens of these
unique Nations of OPTIAM to preserve, safeguard, and protect the local cultural
integrity while transferring technology and know-how in ways that support the
indigenous ethnic assets.
The Global Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM that circumvents the Planet allows its
members to have dual citizenship with the country of origin; or to be a sole citizen
of one or more of the Global Sovereign Entities of OPTIAM. These Global Nations
provides its citizens with all travel documents that are recognized by its allies,
Nations that have a Treaty relationship with any of these Global Nations of
OPTIAM, and other international bodies that participate in recognizing diverse
Sovereign Nations. Documents include Identification, drivers’ licenses, and
passports while they are necessary.
Where applicable, members may be entitled to appropriate diplomatic credentials
and documents with associated diplomatic immunity. The Diplomatic Corps is an
emissary and representative of the moral framework, ethics and principles of
Sovereign Entities of OPTIAM. Diplomatic status requires strictly adhering to the
Protocols of Sovereignty. OPTIAM’s Diplomatic Council can revoke diplomatic
credentials at any time based on Council rules.
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Sovereign Nation Recognition
Position - The Founders of the Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM are consciously
awake to their individual Divinity and their position as an active co-creator of reality
with the Creator. This recognition comes with the desire to co-creator with the
unrestricted use of the Agency of Free-will for Unity and the preservation of society
as a one Sovereign expression that is acting in unity for the good of all; and all of
society to operate from the perspective to act as a collective in preservation of
Free-will of the one individual. The majority of current Government’s restrict the
ability to be Sovereign and enforce laws accordingly. The time has come to bring
forth a new form of governance that provides a novel framework with the intent of
exploring the human potential operating from Heart-based thinking from a position
of Love, Balance, and Harmony as opposed to fear, separation, and aggression.
The Global Sovereign Cyber Nation of OPTIAM is established as Sovereign
Governance with equal status to all Nations on Earth and beyond. OPTIAM
chooses to establish relationships through alliances with other Nations with the
intent to establish Peace and Prosperity amongst all parties through mutual gifting
of assets and quid pro quo agreements memorialized through Peace,
Collaboration and Cooperation Treaties. Through alliances with Sovereign
Nations, OPTIAM is creating national recognition in order to freely engage in
commerce, technology transfers, and unrestricted travel amongst the aligned
nations.

Sovereign Principalities and Territories
Position – The Global Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM and its collaborating
Sovereign Entities are not a geographic split from any existing Nation. Instead,
they are new Nations no different that the United States of America when it was
formed as a new Nation as its own unique multi-cultural entity. The Founders and
Principals of OPTIAM Global and individual Sovereign Entities have the desire to
cooperate, collaborate and transfer technology and know-how to all countries that
are aligned through mutual Peace, Collaboration, and Cooperation Treaties. Many
technologies also require a knowledge transfer which is best facilitated by having
sovereign territory within aligned nations that integrates cultural ethnic integrity
with modern technology, methods, and services with the intent to offer the ability
for everything to thrive and prosper.
OPTIAM and its allies are gathering the brain trust of the Planet in order to bring
forth individual sovereignty and the ability to explore the totality of the human
potential. We offer each culture and Global Nation’s the ability to have access to,
and use of, collective leading-edge technologies and know-how that address the
most pressing issues that are fundamental rights granted by the Creator, which
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are access to clean water, food and air with the ability to survive, thrive, and
prosper. In addition, OPTIAM is based on the foundation tenet of Peace and
Collaboration, as such, we provide the opportunity to integrate disparate
technologies and know-how from allied Nations with the goal of the resulting
“whole” exceeding the sum of its parts; where the application of the resulting
collaboration provides value for all participating parties in positively enhancing
each other’s’ countries and people.
Peace, collaboration and cooperation Treaties include the right to establish
sovereign territories within partnered nations. Sovereign regions within these
nations include embassies, consulates, and small principalities operating as Peace
Parks designed to facilitate know-how and technology transfers that preserve and
enhance the native cultural. OPTIAM is built on the foundation of multi-cultural
representation and seeks to protect and preserve all cultures’ treasures of
cosmogony, ancient wisdom, mythology, history, arts, language, stories, etc. It
uses technology as a vehicle to protect cultural treasures with the ability to share
them with current and future generations.
All principalities are represented in the General Governing Council of OPTIAM in
order to facilitate cross culture collaboration. The General Governing Council is
one of several intersecting councils within the framework of OPTIAM selfdetermination governance.

Protocols of Sovereignty
Position – Humanity has been oppressed and restricted from operating as
Sovereigns for Millennia. The Constitution for the united States of America is a
document that is divinely inspired to secure life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. It is a document that reflects a vision for the times but did not provide
the necessary structure for operating as Sovereign Beings or as a Sovereign
Nation.
Freedom, Liberty, and Sovereignty come with the extraordinary
responsibility of acting in ways that preserve and protects the Agency of Free-will
of others. This aspect is not considered in current Constitutions and Covenants.
The Republic of Rome favored the preservation of society over individual rights.
The United States favors the rights of the individual often to the determent of
society. Neither governing perspective includes Earth as a sentient conscious
partner. All three elements must be kept in balance in order to survive, thrive and
prosper as a planet and as a species.
All citizens/members of OPTIAM abide by fundamental codes of acceptable
conduct and protocols of sovereignty that protect and preserve the principals of
peace, harmony, and balance in all interactions between people, Nations, the
environment, and Galactic Family. The use of the agency of free-will is a
cornerstone to Sovereignty. It carries with it the responsibility to respect the right
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for others to use their agency of free-will as well while respecting the right to
privacy, dignity, and expansive life.
Sovereignty is the right use of will to enhance and expand the human potential and
associated experience. The agency of free-will includes the ability to create and
to destroy. Each element has positive and negative consequences for people, the
environment, and future generations. A Sovereign takes full responsibility and
accountability of actions as a conscious I AM that I AM expression of
Mother/Father Creator. The intent is to work in harmony with creating the
necessary framework that brings to fruition prosperity consciousness for all
sentient beings.
Sovereign citizens operate from the solid foundation of truth. Sovereigns allow an
unrestricted response and reaction to the truth without the need or desire to
manipulate the truth. The I AM that I AM is the normal expression of truth as IT IS
as IT IS. From the position of truth as an honest representation of authenticity and
integrity we choose to build a solid foundation of the Sovereign Cyber Nation of
OPTIAM.
Protocols of sovereignty are based on the cornerstone of the “Golden Rule” which
is to treat others as you would want to be treated. As Sovereigns we choose to
explore the positive expansive aspect of creative expression and replace those
elements of governance that do not serve the country’s citizens in their ability to
responsibly express the Agency of Freewill.
If the governing structure of OPTIAM no longer serves the people in the expression
of individual sovereignty, a 2/3rd majority of the General Governing Council, or
equivalent voting citizen population, has the authority to dissolve the current
government and start anew.
Sovereigns have the right to not participate in collective endeavors without penalty
for non-participation. Equally, those that participate in a collective initiative have
the right to determine who are to be the beneficiaries of the positive outcome of
cooperation and collaboration.
As sovereign citizens of OPTIAM each individual has unlimited rights to express
free-will as long as it does no harm to other individuals and their ability to be
sovereign free-will agents. Sovereigns acknowledge the responsibility and
accountability that comes with the use of the Agency of Freewill whether expressed
in words or actions. The broader the butterfly impact in number of people or
resources affect in any use of the Agency of Freewill, the higher the degree of
responsibility and accountability for the consequences.
Sovereignty is based on equitable exchanges of energy in commercial
transactions. Transactions are based on mutually agreed upon barter terms
governed by common law, contract law, and criminal law of OPTIAM.
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Sovereign Right to Vote & Local Democracy
Position – The Founding Fathers of the Republic of the united States wanted to
stipulate that the privilege of voting be granted to landowners because they had a
stake in the consequences. Democracies, where anyone is eligible to vote, where
a small majority often deteriorates to “mob” rule, was the Achilles heel of the
governance of Greece.
Voting on issues that have far reaching consequences for citizens within, Nations
and between Nations, requires and is the right of Sovereigns that are conscious of
their I AM Divinity; who take full responsibility for their words, actions and
associated consequences. The right to vote also requires participating, and
contributing to the co-creation of Paradise on Earth.

Divine Stewardship
Position – I AM that I AM of Sovereign Domain comes from the knowingness that
we are all passing through this life time experience on Planet Earth. This
experience carries with it the responsibility to leave the environment and humanity
better than what we are born into. As Sovereign Citizens we take on the mantle of
stewardship for all sentient aspects of the Planet and beyond as we interact with
the rest of the Cosmos. As stewards we take on the responsibility to protect and
nurture that which we are entrusted with and to restore to pristine nature that which
has been damaged by humanity.
Intellectual Property has significant value to the inventor and Sovereign Nation.
Many of today’s assets are encompassed in digital formats and are not adequately
protected by antiquated patent and copyright legal venues. In addition, these
venues are used to steal ideas or to hinder the application of technology that
benefits humanity in favor of preserving monopolies in key industries. While all
Intellectual Property is in the One Mind of the Creator, and in the Global
Consciousness, the decision how the invention is shared is at the sole discretion
of the inventor.
OPTIAM’s citizens and governing councils are stewards of all resources that they
have been entrusted with. Stewards are guardians that protect, nurture, and
enhance all that has been put under their charge and care. As responsible
stewards, The Sovereign Nations OPTIAM and its citizens strive to protect all
lands, water, and air that it has sovereign control of and to restore damaged
environments to their pristine nature. Where applicable the Global Sovereign
Nation of OPTIAM will harvest and manage natural resources for the benefit of all
effected people and nations, while restoring and preserving environmental
integrity.
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OPTIAM’s strategic asset is its people and their respective Intellectual Property
and associated know-how. There are tremendous financial and societal gains in
applying Intellectual Property that can exceed the value of natural resources.
Within the Global Sovereign Cyber Nation of OPTIAM is a globally recognized
International Stewardship of Intellectual Property Protection System that is being
created. It protects Intellectual Property using Trade Secret where disclosure of
the details of an innovation is only made available in the event of a dispute.
OPTIAM’s Sovereign Nation citizens and the government have assets (financial
and other). These assets have economic value to be used to invest in the people
of the country through initiatives such as spiritual entrepreneurship and
enlightened capitalism. OPTIAM’s Sovereign Nation Treasury, and its associated
assets, are available to fund and support initiatives that make it possible for all
participants to thrive and prosper while adhering to the principles of stewardship
that improves current conditions for the broadest base of humanity possible. The
Treasury of the Global Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM is committed to making
available micro/macro loans and micro/macro investments to a new generation of
enlightened entrepreneurs. In addition, the Treasury is a partner in all endeavors
in order to ensure the maximum potential of success through comprehensive and
integrated financial services such as card processing, on-line distribution and
financial transaction processing, and commercial agreements backed by treaties.

Treaties – Framework and Signatory Authority
Position – The collaboration of all Sovereign Entities of OPTIAM is a collective
conscious, perspective, and collaboration that encompass many disparate cultures
inspired to achieve a common goal of prosperity and abundance for everyone
involved and aligned through mutual Treaties. It is an alliance comprised of
sovereign principalities, territories, and cyber representation around the world that
operate under the governance of Peace and Collaboration with treaty aligned
nations. Current government structures are operating under a corporate sole
construct which have a concept of a throne that is occupied by an administrative
ruler where the corporate sole is governed by God and ecclesiastic rule of law.
A corporate sole, along with other structures that have given dominion of
applicable rule of Law to God, are incomplete in knowingness of the awareness of
the I AM that I AM as a facet of God from the position of personal Divinity as a
sparticle of the Creator. The creation of entities whether government, corporate,
or personal constructs are conceived from a conscious knowingness of being a
Corporeal Soul, a spark of Divinity embodied in the human earth suit, which is the
source of creation of structures to bring forth commerce, governance, education,
communication, and more with total accountability. The corporate sole assumes
no responsibility for any actions as the head is simply an administrator. The
Corporeal Soul (the aspect of the Creator embodied in the corporeal body vessel)
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is the physical creator of the Corporate Sole structure and takes full responsibility
for all actions with the right to abolish any created structures.

Sovereign Nations of OPTIAM are created by founders that are consciously aware
of their I AM that I AM Divinity. From the perspective of knowing that each is a
facet of Mother/Father Creator, we create a foundation and frame of operation that
recognizes the Divinity in others. Principals of OPTIAM desire to form alliances
and working relationships with other Sovereign Nations and Entities with the intent
to expand a collective potential of creating a path to prosperity for all treaty aligned
Nations.
OPTIAM Sovereign Entities are built on the foundation of Peace and Prosperity for
its citizen and allied nations ratified and governed by a mutual Peace,
Collaboration and Cooperation Treaty and governed by a Constitutional common
framework. By agreement of the General, Diplomatic, Ministerial, and Judicial
Council, there are individuals within OPTIAM that have the authority to sign
Treaties that bind OPTIAM to the associated terms. All treaties are based on
Peace, Harmony, and aspirations for joint Prosperity for all allied countries and
their citizens through cooperation, collaboration, and applying collective resources
for a mutual benefit.
OPTIAM has a common registry for Peace and Cooperation treaties with the
signature of an international Apostil, or notary, in order to memorialize and witness
international binding accords. All treaties are recorded physically and digitally in
OPTIAM’s library for current and future generations to uphold and protect.
Individuals operating as conscious Sovereigns have the right to enter into
relationships under Peace and Collaboration Treaties with other Sovereigns and
Sovereign Nations. This agreement is internationally recognized and is the
governing framework over any subsequent agreements.

Governing Councils
Position – Current governments are based on hierarchies, or pyramids, with a
single individual at the head often operating as an autocracy versus a multifacetted perspective. In order to operate in the spirit of co-creation, OPTIAM’s
government structure operates as interlinking Councils of Round Tables. Each
Round Table has a designated Chairman/visionary based on the required wisdom,
know-how and expertise necessary for current issues that need to be addressed.
No single individual possesses a comprehensive perspective in order to bring forth
the most optimal solutions for the benefit of effected citizens and mankind.
Democracy, and a 51% majority, has precipitated a form of “mob rule” which is
often not in the best interest of the majority of the affected community. In order to
explore the maximum positive potential requires a multi-faceted, perspective
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decision approach supported by a majority of at least 2/3rd of respective members
of councils, its members, and citizens in circumstances that have a substantial
impact (butterfly effect) on OPTIAM, its Principalities, allied Nations, humanity, and
the environment.
All Councils and associated authority are governed and bound by the Protocols of
Sovereignty and the duty to protect and preserve the agency of Free-will of all
citizens (unless the actions can do great harm). Council members are bound by
the impeccability of their word. All verbal or written representations made by
candidates for Council positions through an election process or thereafter through
media representations and other public formats will be considered as a binding
contract. Any actions that contradict the terms of said contract whether verbal or
written will be deemed as a breach of contract and dealt with Judiciary wise.
OPTIAM is comprised of several Councils each operating with the same principles
which are to represent a collective consensus through a 2/3rd majority to implement
actions within each Council. All Councils operate as a Round Table with equal
representation of its members.
Each council is comprised of an equal
representation of men and women (50% men and 50% women) in order to
establish a balanced representation. A Council without the necessary equal male
and female representation is not authorized to proceed as a governing body. Each
Council Member has an equal vote. Each Council has equal status along with a
vote in decisions that affect the whole of OPTIAM.
The General Governing Council is headed by a both a male and female Prime
Minister that represent both perspectives and the Administrator (Founder) of
OPTIAM. If a General Governing Council is not yet fully formed the Founding or a
designated Administrator of OPTIAM will assume the responsibilities of both Prime
Ministers. The two, or more, Ministers are voted into office by the citizens’
majority, predominant vote of 65%, utilizing a verifiable method of accounting for
every vote. The General Governing Council of OPTIAM is the governing
foundation of OPTIAM and its Principalities. The General Governing Council has
the authority to: approve and ratify treaties; create laws that protect sovereignty;
establish financial and barter infrastructures; and, implement and develop
technologies, products and services that enhance prosperity for its citizen and
allied Nations.
The Ministerial Council of 50% male and 50% female members (equal
representation where possible) is comprised of key areas of know-how that
represent the categories of Intellectual Property and assets of OPTIAM. The
Ministerial Council is responsible for collective solutions and their implementation
to key issues within Allied Nations and quid pro quo Treaty Agreements that
involve the transfer of technology, know-how, and experience.
The Diplomatic Council is represented by one male and one female for every
Nation where there is a governing Treaty with OPTIAM. The Diplomatic Council
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members are the Peace and Collaboration Corps between aligned Nations in order
to implement the benefits from OPTIAM’s resources, assets, and Intellectual
Property. The Diplomatic Council represents the culture of the country.
OPTIAM has a Youth Council of 10 to 21 year olds also represented equally 50%
of girls and 50% boys. The Youth Council has a chair mentor of a man and a
woman that are members of the General Governing Council. The Youth Council
brings forth its own initiatives for implementation consideration by the General
Council. The Youth Council represents the aspiration of youth as a potential vision
of the future. Youth Council members are voted into their position by their peers
which are 10 to 21 year old citizens. The Youth Council has at a minimum 2 (one
male and one female) members representative in the General Governing Council.

Finance and Commerce
Position - Current Financial Institutions facilitate corruption and manipulate the
wealth of Nations and individuals through monopolies and “too big to fail” mind
sets. The Internet has made it possible to transact commerce around the world
with the emergence of digital currency where the value is determined by
agreement and in support of digital services. Today, the majority of national
currencies are reflected in digital formats. Digital currencies and digital financial
transactions are the circulatory system of local, national, and international
commerce.
Digital currencies offer the ability to break free from existing currency monopolies
of central banks. There are several virtual worlds where players interact using
cyber currency in order to transact a form of commerce within computer generated
nations. These electronic barter instruments are being exchanged for real world
currencies. Innovative barter instruments have been in place for decades with the
advent of loyalty programs where points are redeemable for goods and services.
In addition, account-less debit cards are available that act no differently than an
anonymous cash transaction with the added ability to create new currencies with
respective exchange rates.
Finance and Banking Systems have operated without integrity for the benefit of the
bankers who have used other people’s assets to financially enrich themselves as
if it were their own personal treasures. In addition, many wealthy individuals strive
to collect and horde wealth which restricts the possibility of expanded prosperity
much like restricting the blood flow to limbs and organs. Financial resources are
the life blood of economic development and the ability for all of mankind to survive,
thrive, and prosper for the current moment until it is replaced with another barter
system. We have the duty and responsibility to create prosperity within OPTIAM
and its treaty aligned nations by continuously investing in our people and collective
goals and aspirations.
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Money, or currency, is designed only to be a barter instrument. Currencies
become corrupt when they are transformed into an investment instrument where
the value of the currency is determined by traders as opposed to economic reality.
Given that currencies are treated as a traded commodity, currency is being taken
out of circulation based on speculation as opposed to stimulating economies,
funding projects, and providing opportunities for unemployed youth which is the
future.
Economics, its expansion and contraction, have been governed by imperial
capitalism which strives to create power and control equivalent to nations through
the financial clout of monopolistic commerce. In many cases this dominant
position is at the expense of humanity and its ability and desire to thrive and
prosper. Today greed and bottom-line motives drive companies to misuse
technology against humanity and the God given right to thrive and prosper with
NO restrictions.
Currencies have a negative energetic connotation of being a method of measuring
power, controlling economic parameters, and being considered the root of evil.
Current hidden financial systems have monetize, as a traded bond/commodity, the
human potential at the time a birth certificate is created. This hijacked GDP
contributing potential has been the primary asset backing today’s financial
systems.
All financial and commerce transaction are built on the foundation and premise of
equitable exchanges of energy. No barter instrument or currency will be a traded
commodity. All currencies’ value is tied to real parameters such as GDP,
innovation, expanded value to all sentient life through co-creation/cooperation of
“the whole exceeds the sum of its parts”.
The Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM puts forth a common barter instrument of the
CAPRIAM for trade within, and between Sovereign Entities and allied commercial
endeavors. The CAPRIAM energetically represents: capital or the asset value
backing the currency; appreciation both in the form of constantly appreciating in
value based on continuous expressions of creativity in service to elevating
humanity and as a token of appreciation in all transactional exchanges; and the
binding aspect of the I AM expression of co-creation and responsibility for the right
use of the barter instrument.
The true underlying value is based on levels of energy frequencies. The lowest
being the barter instrument and the highest vibration being knowledge and
wisdom. In order to establish barter equity, the Sovereign Nations are establishing
a global mercantile exchange system that allows participating members to
exchange resources, goods/services and transact business in a Global equitable
ecommerce environment. All exchanges use the CAPRIAM as an underlying
agreed upon barter instrument. The OPTIAM mercantile exchange is a Global
Electronic Distribution System that facilitates cost effective ecommerce and is
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owned and operated by the Sovereign Nations aligned with OPTIAM and is based
on equitable exchanges of energy in providing the service to all of Humanity and
ultimately the Galactic Family.
The Global Sovereign Nation of OPTIAM offers a new merchant banking capability
that is equitable in the fees it charges merchants and citizens. Ecommerce is
governed by a new framework of equitable exchanges of energy governed by a
fair electronic transaction processing service and system. Transaction fees are
established based on the cost of providing services. This capability eliminates fees
tied to the percentage of the price of the item being sold. The system is being
developed in order to facilitate cost effective distribution of goods and services
beyond local boarders. The assets supporting merchant banking are the
underlying goods, services, and inventions being exchanged.

Judiciary
Position - The United States’ legal system illustrates gross inequity and disfunctionality inherent in statutory law and the general degradation to lawlessness.
Admiralty and Maritime Law have displaced Common Law and have even skewed
the equity of Criminal Law at the expensive of society.
The judicial system of Rome favored the preservation of society, while the United
States leans toward the absolute rights of the individual often at the expense of
society. A good lawyer and deep pockets makes it possible for criminal activities
to go unpunished. The Supreme Court of the United States is chartered with
ensuring that case rulings are within the framework of the United States’
Constitution. However, they no longer are the arbitrators of laws that are being
passed on daily basis by legislators that are un-constitutional.
The current United States Legal system allows for a trial by jury. However, judges
alone are often the sole arbitrators. Trials are supposed to ensure a jury of peers.
However, that is rarely the case given the current jury elimination process typically
excludes valid peers as opposed to true selection process and a pool of jurors that
represent a peer group.
Lawyers today are members of the Bar Association which ties them to the British
Crown Court. They are also taught to bring charges into the Civil Court system
where there are financial implications. As such, the legal system contributes
nothing to the GDP and in fact is a damaging force. Adept trial lawyers have
learned to use the art of Conversational Hypnosis, Neuro-linguistic Programming
and theatrics to sway juries regardless of the actual truth. The current system also
indicts and imprisons people in situations where there is no victim or property
damage.
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Commerce, and ecommerce, is the foundation for economic growth and for
Nations to thrive and prosper. Business transactions are typically based on
contracts and contract law. Many of today’s contracts are memorializing the intent
to commit fraud. Contracts are written using very ambiguous verbiage with the
intent to give judges latitude in ruling in the event of dispute.
The Judicial System of OPTIAM is under the umbrella of the Laws of the Universe
which desires to create order, harmony, peace and balance. Universal Law
includes Spiritual precepts of the Golden Rule which is to treat others as one wants
to be treated – and, to treat others such that their Agency of Freewill, dignity, and
respect is preserved.
Under Universal Law there are three elements which include: common law for civil
disputes; contract law for commercial disputes; and criminal law. Each of these
three areas are governed by key aspects of this Constitution.
Common Law is based on common sense. If there is no victim or damages, then
there is no crime. The Agency of Freewill allows individuals to do whatever they
want to themselves or their property as long as it does not interfere with another’s
agency of Freewill.
Contracts, including treaties, are only enforceable if they are equitable to both
parties; and, if they are written in a language that is unambiguous in memorializing
the intent between all parties involved. Intentional breach of contract may entail
actual and punitive damages depending on the circumstances of the breach. The
most egregious breach is the intent to commit fraud. In the case of intentionally
committing fraud all executives, managers, and individuals involved are held
financial and criminally accountable.
Criminal law allows each case to stand on its own merits and it treats each case
as a unique circumstance.
Consequences of criminal behavior include
incarceration, shunning, and being listed in a criminal database along with what
the criminal act was.
All individuals involved in a dispute have the right to be resolved by a trial by jury.
Judges are simply court referees. Defendants and Plaintiffs have the right and
duty to tell their story and truth in their own words.
It is prohibited to use
Conversational Hypnosis, NLP, or theatrics in order to manipulate juries or judges.
Any attempted to bribe, intimidate, blackmail, or commit any act of extortion is
illegal and will be immediately dealt with under Criminal Law.
The Sovereign Nations of OPTIAM will endeavor to create a pool of jurors that are
a true peer group of an equal representation of Plaintiffs and Defendants. Jury
selection is a true selection process where each side has the opportunity to pick
jurors that are representative of each party.
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Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
Position – We’ve had the Bill of Rights that enumerated the rights of the individual.
What is missing is the responsibility that goes with those rights which is the true
aspect of Freedom and Liberty. Freedom, Liberty, and Sovereignty is currently
construed as the right to lawlessness.
1. Right to the unfettered expression of the Agency of Freewill
2. All OPTIAM citizens have the right to free speech with a responsibility to
have it based on truth. The broader the reach of the communication, the
more responsibility there is to present the truth. National and International
News must be based on the truth, the impeccability of the word absent
manipulation, contrivance, fabrication, and subliminal programming.
3. Right to privacy and anonymity including all forms of digital content.
4. Right to protect oneself, family, and property including using deadly force.
5. Right to basic survival and health based on clean water, food, and air.
6. Right to a pristine environment.
7. Right of all sentient aspects of OPTIAM including “non human” sentient
conscious persons to survive, thrive and prosper.
8. Right to a speedy trial by jury
9. Right to be treated with dignity and respect
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